A 3D plot of intensities in a frame taken from the 10 K data collection. The peaks have been indexed according to the small cell. The peaks indexed with non-integral values correspond to the super-cell. They have similar widths as the peaks belonging to the smaller cell. The peak widths do not change going from 123 K to 10 K. 123 K high-resolution X-ray diffraction Data collection was performed at 123 K using the same diffractometer as for the 10 K data collection. Here the temperature was maintained using an open-flow nitrogen cooling device (CIA LN2). In order to ensure the highest possible resolution, a larger crystal of dimensions 0.450.320.18 mm 3 was used. Based on an initial scan to confirm the unit cell dimensions and find the orientation matrix, a strategy was set up to ensure a complete dataset without detector overload. Three identical dataset were collected with varying exposure times of 2, 10 and 100 seconds per degree. Subsequently the data were integrated using SAINT incorporated into Brukers Apex package. [2] The data were scaled to a common dataset using the SORTAV program [3] in the DREADD package by Blessing. [4] Spherical atom refinement was performed initially using SHELXL-2013, [5] with full-matrix least-squares on F 2 and using all the unique data. The non-H atoms were refined by allowing anisotropic thermal motion. All calculations were carried out using the WinGX package [6] of crystallographic programs. A summary and statistics of the collected data are given in Table S1 .
Multipole refinement -123K data The refinement using aspherical form factors against the 123 K data of GAM IV was performed using the formalism of Hansens and Coppens [7] as implemented in the XD-2006 software [8] :
The multipole expansion was truncated at the octupole level for the O and C atoms and the quadrupole level for the H atoms. The ADPs for H atoms in the multipole refinements were estimated using SHADE3. [9] The core and spherical-valence scattering factor for each pseudoatom were derived from the relativistic Dirac-Fock wavefunctions of Su and Coppens [10] expanded in terms of the single- functions of Bunge, Barrientos and Bunge. [11] The valence deformation functions for the atoms used a single- Slater-type radial function multiplied by the density-normalized spherical harmonics. The radial fits for each atoms were optimized by refinement of their expansion-contraction parameters , '.
Similarity of packing in the 10 K structures
The Z'=3 structure was subjected to a structural similarity check against the Z'=1 structure. A similarity check of a 15 molecules cluster gives an RMSD value of 0.081. The overlay of this cluster is shown in Figure 3a . The mean differences in intermolecular angles Δa and planes Δp for the Z'=1 and Z'=3 models equals Δa = 0.9° and Δp= 2.6° (XPacprogram [12] ). The dissimilarity index [13] between both structures equals 2.8. The differences between the three molecules in the asymmetric unit of Z'=3 are illustrated in Figure 3b . Table S1 .Crystallographic data for gallic acid Monohydrate form IV at 10 and 123 K. Notice that the two refinements at 10 K (Z'=1 and Z'=3 models) were conducted against the same measurement, but in the case of Z'=1 the reflections which are only in accordance with the larger cell (Z'=3) had to be disregarded, leaving only 1/3 of the data for the refinement. 
Theoretical methods
Ab-initio periodic calculations were performed using the CRYSTAL09 software [14] at the B3LYP-d [15] /TZP [16] level of theory. An empirical dispersion correction was applied, as proposed by Grimme [17] and modified for crystals. [18] A counterpoise correction was used to account for basis superposition error. Before the energy calculations were performed we geometry-optimized the hydrogen atom positions. 
Geometry-optimization of Z'=3 structures.
Starting from the experimental Z'=3 structure (10 K) and the corresponding Z'=1 structure expanded to Z'=3, the structures were optimized at the B3LYP-d/TZP level of theory. Geometry convergence criteria were the default values in the Crystal14 program. When the hydrogen positions were initiated at the main positions found in the experimental structures, these structures optimizes to a geometry closely resembling the experimental Z'=3 structure. An illustration is given below, Fig. S3 . Figure S3 : A comparison of the experimental Z'=3 structure (Blue) and the geometry-optimized structure (Pink) in the plane spanned by the a and c axes. The geometry optimization was initiated from the experimental Z'=3 structure. 
Calculation of entropy due to disorder
Two types of disorder stabilize the GAM structure by increasing the residual entropy.
We estimate these entropy contributions by calculating the entropy of mixing.
Disorder between three sites corresponding to the low-temperature modulation
According to a refinement of occupancies of the three molecular sites constrained at their positions transferred from the Z'=3 structure by transformation to the Z'=1 cell, the sites are occupied in the ratios x1 = 0.20, x2 = 0.42 and x3 = 0.38;
